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Highlights 
• Small energy optimised swarm sensors enable a better understanding of our sewer networks. 
• Real time data is sent via LoRaWAN and evaluated automaticly. 
• Operation and maintenance will be improved with visual realiable information.  

 

Introduction 
Worldwide there are hundreds of thousands of kilometers of water and sewage channels underground, and 
the trend is rising. However, German and also international sewer network operators have little or no 
knowledge of what happens in the sewer network every day in normal operation or in the event of rain. 
There is therefore great interest in getting more information about the state of the network. In the future, 
planning, operation and maintenance can be improved or even restructured, and unexpected conditions in 
the network can be documented and analyzed. 
 
This is where the new WaterGridSense 4.0 project, funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research (BMBF), comes in. The aim of this collaborative project is to develop small, largely energy-self-
sufficient and wirelessly communicating sensors for use in rain and sewage systems. The sensors will work 
together in swarms and are arranged on a newly designed, roughly matchbox-sized platform. 
 

Methodology 
Applications 
Three applications of the platform were planned:  

1. Firstly, it should be used close to the surface in storm water inlets. It is equipped with 
permanently installed, manipulation and maintenance-friendly sensors. They report the status 
of the process and evaluate the cleaning requirements.  

2. Secondly, the sensor platform is also tested in stationary use in the sewer system at selected 
locations such as manholes or CSO. There, the platform determines volume flows, water 
quality, extraneous water or incorrect discharges.  

3. And finally, the platform is to be operated as mobile application with sensors in the pipe 
system for temporary measurement campaigns. It provides sensor data from locations or pipe 
sections in the sewer where measurements cannot normally be taken, which shall be sent by 
passing manholes..  

 
The sensor platform is designed to meet these scenarios in defined time ranges in a scalable and cost-
optimized manner and transmit them via wireless network LoRaWAN to the Internet. The sensor data are 
collected and analyzed with the help of spatial processing systems. An operating and maintenance platform 
built on this data platform will evaluate and present status reports and the current status of the sewage 
system. Methods of machine learning are also intended to provide suggestions for predictive maintenance. 
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Figure 1. Application scenarios in WaterGridSense 4.0, main application of swarm and no swarm sensors 
 

Platform 
The platform uses LoraWAN as main communication platform for sending the data one way to the servers. 
The main structure of the project is presented in Figure 2. It is important that all communication is secured 
and the sensors are internally verified to be part of the sensor network. 

 
 

Figure 2. Workflow in WaterGridSense 4.0, the workflow includes data sensors, LoraWAN Communication, Online Analysis of the 
data and Operation and Maintenance plattform 

 
The Operation and Maintenance platform is based on a GIS Management Tool. This allows on the fly spatial 
analysis of incoming data. With the available and preevaluated data the operator will get a more significant 
view on the different parts in the sewer network. This enables quicker responses on ongoing situation and 
changes in the networks. It will also give more detailed information how the system is working under 
several conditions.  
 

Results and discussion 
As a result of the research project, a new, robust prototype of a microsensor platform for status detection 
in combination with an operation and maintenance optimization platform is available. This can be used by 
sewer network operators for evaluation, monitoring and operational planning. 
The result so far is a sensor prototype, developed in 3 parts, which can be assembled depending on the 
local necessities. 
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Figure 3. Sensor prototype in WaterGridSense 4.0, the prototype consists of internal 3 parts which can be assembled in different 
configurations 

The 3 parts are: Energy supply, Controller and sensor. All parts are integrated in 1 box because of ATEX 
recommendations. ATEX is challenging for the construction and the approval for use in public and private 
sewer systems. 
A prototype of the Operation & Maintenance platform is developed to visualise incoming and evaluated 
data for the information to the responsible persons in the sewage company. 
 

  
Figure 4. Operation and Maintenance plattform in WaterGridSense 4.0, the platform uses actual and historical data for analysis and 
exploration 

 

Conclusions and future work 
A first prototype for a sensor platform for sewer networks was developed. This prototype will be applied 
and tested in 2 big sewer network systems in Berlin and Hamburg. Tests with swimming sensors were done 
and presented on internal meetings and discussed with the utilities. 
The communication was tested using standard LoRaWAN gateways and servers with one way 
communication. From the gateway on the communication will be encrypted. All sensors in the swarm will 
be aware of the integrity of the swarm sensors. Further sensors can also be attached to the system. All 
other communication will be encrypted to ensure secure data services to the local O&M responsible 
people. 
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